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Abstract 
The analysis of the driving behavior based on virtual reality plays an important role to guarantee the traffic safety. 
Multigen Creator is used in this paper to establish a 3D model of virtual driving scene of urban road, and then Vega 
Prime and VC are used to drive the model. At last, two typical virtual model of emergent scenes in the crossing are 
established. The model is useful to the research on the driver behavior.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1 Introduction 
Most road traffic accidents are due to the unbalance coordination of comprehensive system, which 
includes people (mainly drivers), vehicles, roads and traffic environment [1]. In the real road environment, 
emergency endangers the safety operation, and it is difficult for drivers to repeat the test. Since the late 
1980s, the virtual reality technology has obtained very big development, and it has been successfully 
applied in transportation and other fields, driving behavior study which relys on visual simulation on is 
flourishing[2-5]. Therefore, now it is a popular topic to build up an emergency scene  based on visual 
simulation technology, then to do driving behavior research to get a driver's rule, and it is also an worth 
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areas of research. Creator is used to construct the typical emergent scene simulation model in this test, and 
it lays the foundation for next driving behavior research.b 
2 Emergency modelling based on virtual reality technology 
2.1 City data acquisition 
To make the terrain more rapidly and accurately, a two-dimensional outline is constructed in 
AutoCAD usually, and it also can obtain three-dimensional model of urban data through other software.  
2.1.1 Data acquisition Based on two-dimensional model 
The data include planar data and height data. Planar data is the length and width of the building, and 
it can be got through the planar layout or measurement . Height data can be got through pictures or 
measurement. Because this research would eventually reflect the whole city, so the demand of data 
accuracy is not so high. It can be built up the model directly according to the existing data. The place for 
higher accuracy can be built in AutoCAD first, and then be imported  into creator, which can save the 
modeling time.  
2.1.2 Data acquisition Based on three-dimensional model 
Currently, it is one of the data acquisition methods which import three-dimensional model built by 
three -dimensional modeling software such as Auto CAD (2009 version above),  3Ds Max to creator. As 
some buildings' patterns are fixed, so it can be searched in the existing model repository, then affix the 
texture, thus it not only can greatly shorten the time for building, but also can improve modeling quality. 
At the same time, it can  reduce unwanted polygon, merger face, expunction "T" point (the intersection 
vertex of two coplanar polygon is not coincidence) through editing to streamline model. 
2.2 emergency scene modeling 
The software used in this experiment is Multigen creator, which occupies fewer system resources and 
user friendly features. In the process of city road simulation, it can achieve experiment's requirements. Figure 
1 is the road model used creator.  
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Fig.1(a) The road model build by creator                 Fig.1(b) The road model build by creator 
3 The realization of emergency real-time simulation drive based on Vega Prime 
3.1 The control realization of the dynamic model   
After 3D model is built,  Vega and Visual c + + 6.0 is used as a control platform to realize  the 
dynamic display effect of the 3D model. The diagram shown as fig.2: 
Fig.2 3D real-time simulation application framework 
3.2 Collision detection technology research 
Collision detection is the important content of visual simulation, and it allows the user interact with the 
scene object in simulation system with a more natural way. VpIsectorBump is used in this test. The 
process of collision detection programs realize as follows: 
(1) Define collision detection object pointer, and initialized. 
vpIsectorBump *bump; 
   bump=vpIsectorBump:: find(“BumpIsector”);
(2) Collision detector determine whether and collide with target object. 
vpObject *hitObj=bump->getHitObject( ); 
(3) The processing after the collision 
If (hitObj!=Null) 
   {  vt=0; 
  a=0; // The acceleration and speed of the object which met with the active car are zero. 
vpObject *opjt=vpObject:: find(“hummer”) ; 
assert(opjt) ; 
opjt->setTranslateY(50); 
 opjt->setTranslateX(57); // The car back to the initial position } 
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4 The development application of emergency dangerous visual simulation system 
4.1 The modeling of emergency dangerous scene 
4.1.1 Suddenly appearance of vehicles or pedestrians in T-junction 
In the T-junction without signal control at the intersection of the trunk and branch road, the sight is clear, 
but due to the building block it couldn't see the right situation branch. When the active car driving on the trunk 
road to the t-junction without signal control, at this time a car on the right branch road is turning left at the t-
junction to the trunk road, but because the building block, the driver can't see the car in the branch road, as 
shown in fig.3. 
4.1.2 The car is turning right at the crossroads, the left cart blocks view. 
At the signal cross intersection of trunk road and sub-road, and trunk road is four lanes, the go straight 
red light will soon become a green light, and it has a bus and  cars are waiting for the red light turned green in 
the left lane, the bus and the car which behind block part of the active car's sight. There is a pedestrian who is 
busy to cross the pedestrian crossing from left to right before the light changes. But the left view of the active 
car is blocking, and it cannot see the pedestrian. The haste pedestrian can't see the car which is turning right, 
then the active car may conflict with the pedestrian, which shown as in fig.4. 
 
Fig.3 Suddenly appearance of vehicles or pedestrians in T-
junction 
 
Fig.4 The car is turning right at the crossroads, the left cart 
blocks part view. 
4.2 The drive of emergency dangerous scene  
4.2.1 Emergency dangerous visual program design  
The relationship of active car and B car generally divided into three types: freedom movement, timing, 
and at the same time to arrive. According to this three kinds of relationships, the real-time update process of 
the dynamic emergency visual model is established. Part of key code of dynamic emergency realization：
(1) Define objects, and related it with the designated examples using the find method 
vpObject  *carobj=vpObject：：find(“Car1”);
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(2) Through the function getTranslate and getRotate to get the location of the object coordinate point and 
attitude Angle 
carobj->getTranslate(&x，&y，&z); 
carobj->getRotate(&x，&y，&z) ; 
(3) Make the object translate by predefined track 
x1=x1+time*Carspeed1; 
carobj1->setRotateH(90) ; 
carobj1-> setTranslateY(-246); 
carobj1->setTranslateX(-x11，true); 
4.2.2 System rendering 
In this paper, the plane intersection emergency dangerous visual simulation system developed on the 
basis of some important main road in Beijing, and the emergency render, which the driver's vehicle is driving 
to the intersection and meeting another vehicle which is through a red light, is shown as in figure 5.  
        
Fig.5(a) The typical scene (a)                                             Fig.5(b) The typical scene (b) 
5 Conclusion 
Multigen Creator is used in this paper to establish a 3D model of virtual driving scene of urban road, 
and then Vega Prime and VC are used to drive the model. At last, the emergent scene in the crossing of 
urban road is analyzed and two typical virtual model of emergent scenes in the crossing are established. 
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